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-[ 0 0-3 9,] BI.3 CDX—/»?-—^ Xfft|$JlHi8§4-.2 0

so, (rjolt-§7K^tyM^*^ 4j 2- 2 tK^F 6/4 f n y
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^*9^4 2 32ltJ,* sFttHilHlj(fC*^^4 2 4tt,

SElRl^f*VS PCIi, 3*K—>VRAM3 1 0©*K

-Mil^UTVCLRl, NOR0ISS4 3 3, 8E
miii*7-£'y \>*V^#4 2 6, iE^y^^W
^y^4 2 7, ftEKtHM#f#?^*4 2 8, figfgtti

3 o&ttmwiti&gR-A 9 l^-tix-^ixafeasixs. *
fc. SESt'tild-^iry h*')v?4 2 6 >

V-^fC^^V-^4 2 7. HESSttlMfti:*?^ 4 2 8*5

J:t5SE«EUISlSlc*^^.4 2 9"»±, SiSiRIJIMB-5-V S

P C lei •} ^£>7J ?v Mtttf^ft^ft y ir v V ZtiZo

[0 04 0] *T*'!pfl5taKy h^oy^«*«4'2 1

J: *) 3§£ * ftfc*¥»M*tti K y h * p y * flT-S-H B D
CKIt jJc^tttHHtf* ^>4 2 2, tK¥ 6 4 ^ o ?/

^*?y?4 2 3, *5FKffilHltfc*^^4 2
,

4, SE
'SEffl^-fe-y N^^V^4 2 6}--^^6>iT;5.ir*t-, h

7^ MU8§4 3 5 Sr^LT 3 KV RAM 3 1

OO^n-y^llfHDCKJ-LT, 3 — bVRAM

3

1 0<Dtf— h 1 hft-i-^T-CKR 1 l£i£m£*l/5o

[0 04 1] Sit, TK^FRffiKy h^oy^*fe»4 2

51^ 7K^6 4^ns/^*^V^4 2 3 ^fc<D7k¥S£til

*iW9*H R S B tU *¥ISUIB{t*H S P C 0$

JBIR*ONl-'ffiF©aS*©flr-S-Sr'iaA"t-5 P L LHKfc

DASrttSW'S. ro^flKWKy h^B7^«4*4
2 5tj:'9 3ntc^mm K y h * v y * flr#HD
DAfi, h7^'^f- HUB 4 3 4Sr^LT3^- HV
RAM 3 1 0(D^D.y;?fgfHDCKi: LT 3 hV
RAM 3 1 0<Dtf- h 1 v>:7 HtfST-CKR l.StJ!D

-A^&i£4 1 O^tbtb, 7A v=^/VRGB{f-§-L

SMEM©SEm^n S/^fg-g-XtJsD-A^tftS4 1 0(D

[004 2] ere'wu" ^V#— xftj$!iE]sg4 2

IC^-T J: 5 v K?>?o'^fl*HBD
C K©JSiS^C f HBDCK t . tMPSSM K y V # o y^ff

H R D C K ©ilfi^: f HDDA<Dit ( f HBDCK / f HDDA)

fi, VRAM3 1
''0 4>'6>lltaS*b5lWfc (06 (A) )

k\ -ft?—CRT 7 0 1 Kg;*£*t3Sfc& (06
(B) ) OtK¥*I*I»^KH^^LI/\ #oT, tK¥

ifflKyh^n-^ fl-i-H D DA ©JD f HDDA Srfilg

1~3 ^ itCiot, A7-CRT7 0 1 KS^tuSS*

5rt©P L L[Hl?§CO^{itN425 roftt&^g-f-S r. i

5o
"

[0 0 4 3] SEBEffl5'f V^ny^3B4«4 3 0 tiu

/0

sEi^fflfi-§-v s p

c

xennu fiEisiwm*v s p c

tf>^&$C©N2 flfr©JB«*©tt*«rffl;<rt-3PLLI3(&

RLCK^tb^j-rSo :©illltii7^y?D-^M
414 3 OfcJ:0«£S*uifcfiiB:!6tH5-f ^O'^flf
VRLCKfi, OR0^4 3 2 Sr^LT 3 jK— hVRA
M3 1 0eDHE:frfr«T'K^tfcS?'!'^ Ki^Sr
it«>3#- h 1 y * >- hMFF- I NC

ORIH1S&43 2, NORIH1SS4 3 3 £
io ;frLT/K- h 1 ffi^^-^VRE (ftflttl) —

[0044] El 6 Ir^-T «t 5 3K¥H)5Ht*H S P C

f HSYNC- i , iElltl7^^ay^fltVR
L C KCOJljg^C f VRLCK '.CDit ( f HSYNC / f VRLCK )

li, 3sK— hVRAM3 1 O^b^ttS^Hfc^ (06
(A) ) *7-'CRT70 1tS/fS^5Rt (0

6 (B) ) ©i|*|Slffl^KVH?L^„ ftot, 1
UWttH^^fW ni y^ff-g-VRLCK<DiSiS^Cf VRLCK

tfcio-C; *7-CRT701l:*/T$

5. »mi-*tfi» aE«EUJ9--r n- y ^*^«4 3 0

rtO P L L IslE§©^fii:N430 - t \Z X

5 o

[0045] ^-/^-;

>TV'JK— X«J»|h1K'4 2 0H r.

^b*^**BlEta'Ky-b^o^fll-g-HB'DCK,

Py*fi*VRLCKCJ:9, 1*^(11^^^

30 [0 0 4 6] 'SBRtiJ^*7*feV h*!?^* 4 2 6tt, 3

jK— h VRAM 3 1 6©ttm9^>'OM*ft*7irs'
-f^«Sr*fe^fc*, SEra«flr*'VSPCJcJ:9*

AM 3 1 0OSE*"lRlO9>f VTK^Sr*it"f"5Sa
^fey b«tVROFTS:ORIllK4 3 2^jSffit

[0 0 4 7] HI 6 (A) ^^i-«fe 5 \c s SHScta^-^ir

40 3/ h^^^^'4 2 ! 6<7?R£ffl[N426tt, 3*-hVRA
M3:ro'*»e>KtUS^*lfc*SB5» (H+flOft-eHtffli

[0048] SiSy7^ :3eV^iC^^>'^4 2 7ttlWft

IBfLS-PC <DmU/< y 9 ^fimftSrfidBftS-erS fc»

[0 0 4 9 ] IEOT^-?^4 2 8i±, SE^^
50 ^^^»*^^^4 2 7**e>a6m*ix5iT^r«* (*
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E^7y^V»TifVBE) SrgttT, ^mMi^
fHSPCO^n^^^^^ym 3/K-hVRA
M3 1 0d»fe©SiS*l6lfc»^fsjRWM-ttffpTfll^- (S

ERttiMttflr*) V R S fcfiESSaaillgc;*;^^4 2 9 .

[0 0 5 0] B6 (c). fcjjW\fc.5fc* SjtttWMtt*
l?V.^4 2-8©ta^ffi[N428 fi. 3 aft— h.V.RAM 3 1

0.*»6>Ka$-*t^|WftiS
:
*7—CRT 7 O IOIBICS,,

.M*ft#*ix*4 2.8i»
l

b^aSi><5*l:
?rfB-g- (fW»«-§-

VRS) fc*W-C» TKflRlJMW-S-HS.^po^.By^Sfr

Sr.* 9V Kb, _3#— hVRAM3'l.-0.d-v^.©SS*[Sl.

fc»t:5«a»iM*^i-«--^» i-.**>t>ae«miii*«

^VRT£rAND|E]?g4 3 1 —ffl^-f.Si ,. j

[0 0 5 2] 06 (B) . (C)-^i-«t5l-s ffiSSS

WlHlfc*^? 4 2 9 ©«}£ffiN429 ,f±, *7-CRT
7. o i K&^&fri&t&iDmWjjfap'z.Jy%.*&fe1r

[0 0 5 3] JEAifcKBH LfcIEKUJt7t..J/ h # >- 20

X* 4 .2 8s ..SKIfttUlHlft^ !?/*4 2.9Jl

FVRAM3 1 0fc^5ftjt*|ft^HEtti;l>fW»*tTfo

[0 0 5 4] *.lb\- iERtti*7;t-/K#!>^ 4 2 6.,

4 2.7 i>*#&yz frir&.Tk^mMt^iiiS pc^o s/ ^
- »N'427 ,:-SSB£ttlM^*!>>r^4 2 8*S*^^hi"5 • so

.*q£|B])B«-g'HS:PCO*-Dj!/**N428..:,

4 2 9*S^e?.^h-tT5*ffRI»!flr*HSPC
.

p y ^.«CN429.^. SERffi5>f ^3B£*4>
3 0 1*9O P L L ©N^MaSGHftf**O^-yt/Va.

[ 0 0 5 5]-.*?iaiH^!>y^4 2 2*4, *

taKj/.h^-o s/^3B*»4 2 l3&?fe.i36fflSJx57K sF*
3MCttl K y-h ^ n y fll*H B D a y ^ *Sr*
?>-hU -h VRAM 3.1.0 COtK^^^M-TS. .

«

BEmBBttffBIfB-t (* 3RKaBHi*«#HRSA) «:*¥-

.64^7^^4 23^%
I0i0 5 6]fl6:(C) K^-t:«t 5^v .TKTKfflHtt*-

^^4 2 2 CO|S^{tN422 tt, 3 /K— h V RAM 3 1.
-

0^biffl$WuW^7-CR=T 7 0;1 CDM®^*

[0 0 5 7] tK¥ 6 4 ^ n^ # h ^9 4 2 3

ffi«M*#*>'*'42 2d*b*ttJSJxS«Fpr«* <*Wv
mm«tfe^HR :S A) :*S ttT..*.**»Wttf K y Y9-

vy?m±$s4 2 lfrbmjjztiz&^&mBtuvy y so

12

€rLT\ M^3/K^FVRAM3 1 0(Z)Sc

«-&HRSBSr7K¥«EUKy h*n</^38£«4 2 5,

*¥KW0I&#.£>'£4 2 4XVANDI11B4.3 1 — tH

[0 0 5 8] TKffflEttJia**-^^* 4 2 4 ttTk^SVK
, a k-x ^ n 7^^4 2 i **feistasn«

.RHUKy h^n s/ fHBDCK©? p y ^»Sr# V
yhU 3*— HVRAM3 1 0©;K2p*rplJc3st"r5BE

ta»iM^«Fnr«# ^RanaptHRT;), stand
nig§4 3 l^ta-rso .

[0 0 5 9] E16;. (B) ... (C)
.

±
fflElSfc*57>'^4 2 4.(OK3£ffl[N424 tt, ^/7-CRT
7 01 Id^S^tSlfcltcOTK^lRlo Ks/ HfcSrSJfei-

[0060] ^< LT V zK^KtilM^^ $Z(9 4 2 2,

.^6 4*D^*^4 2 SA^TkTRffllHljK:*^

^9 A 2 4lz£ 3^-hVRAM3 1A^H'S*

>£c? s/^38£*4 2 l©PiL|5|jgrt(0^ja«^K)&
TK^SctU Ks/ ^n.y^4»4 2 5©PLL0

B8rt<o»«»©KJg«i,-. 7K*»fflW*fe^,?^^ 4 2 2

YrT£ TaiMKttJ K ?/.K,n^ B D
CK<D9u y.^mN^.t^y^m^Wc^ *?y*A 2

,4^^ r>>: h-f-siipjf y F^.^ftfHBDCKO
y^|RN424-tt % V

>

.<=?^ ^^ c p

U 6 2.0 \Z i oT^M^M^«felSS^*5o
, [q 0.6 l i^c. ^immmKtettz^&m^ftm :

. -.5,0 - El 8 ©.teat* v. ^ >f v/^e y. 6.3 (
o fc»ijrt§

[0 0 6 2] $1 ^m^JO^T-fL El 7 (A) tC^-T

*7-CRT-7-0il©loO!>.>f K^rt«?fc

[0 0 6 3 kS8;O^T7^S' 1 T'fi.AC PU6 2 0f
fctt!ft<fete3|3^!>D — 5 6^8 0.*s. •»±H<p.8Wft7fta-

^ Sr.^SIE««fr"T?*>5 C D - R-OMSSlt 6 ( 8 2 i» 6>BE?

*fflLT^.2<^VRAM3av0rt
:
©#ihlllB«S I At

**iitfo{ ^ 1 CO V RAM 6 7 0 (Cl.lEfS * ^^cift^-
^.tt^-^-^f V#-X$)J^I[h1SS;

4; 2 0 t-cfc o -CSE^tt}^

Sttv *©8!^«#"*5*^VT
t
C R T 7 ,0 U~&1fe£tl

5 o oT , ^ s: lvt4oVaT-^l^VRAM 3.-
1*'

0 t»#^^Hfcf^il;BI^4^'-C R 1^0. 1 t^^-
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[0 0 6 4] J^y^S 2"Cft, ¥&&±mh LX

So ^ry^SSTU r—

^

y^^^tll^f-^ S:, >- h n-y 6

8 O^CD-ROMgf 6 8 2 *>tt*tB LTf 2 COV
RAM 3 1 6rtco«i@r«*jEM I AfcteSH-So *t~Si,

m 7 (B) tc^i-J:'5t-s S2©VRAM3 l o rtcotb

tiifmSo '

'

[006 5] mi (c) tc^-ri ^-fy^^y 6

3 ocd^^t v'K^^yfwae 3 2fcft, c^^K^rt

— »2©VRAM3 1 0rt<^8fc«Sr"^— ^°

—

f

>>tf-X1r%m&*^*7-*—y*-# KY £ 3»»fr

^ft, C PU 6.2 0fcioT^ 1 <£> V RAM 6 7 0 Icfe

l^5"»frfc'B\ y-f^^'y 6 3 0rtt»ft©!>-fyK

VP* ^ii'SMErtOBMfe-r—* *scPU6 20i:J:oT
I1OTRAM6 7 OfcteiSS^So"' ^tt, IglOV
RAM 6 7

,

0fc»jttS*tfcB*tt'7*— fc^^i/h
n-7 6 6 0t±oTBMftttfLSPCi LTSfcWilS

^—7*— :^KY-Sr-&tf9Hft«#L S P casBfttftf&aiagg

[0 0 6 6] ^7-^-^-^KY^Jt/Si-S^<f-^
LSPC W</Wt, 0 2 fc?Si^!pfl£EV r £i±

^$Hfc^ l*-^0— XtWfc) "Cft, ISJEEit'

tfc[H]&&5 4 0*>feJfc|fc£ft5JfctM§#COMP3&SL i"<

A^&<9', B20VRAM3 1 0**b'Bfi*mS^fc.8Mfe

ll-^L S DA^tT'^-f 1 0fCj;oTil^£;H
t*7-CRT 7 0 1 \zm$£ti5> 0 — ^7-^r-

d-7 6 6 OIC«toT®l(OVRAM6 7 0/^fegc^M

$ tl/fclWftfll*LSPC isaWJ}X^7-CRT70
1 C^^H^o Klfil-t-Hri, ^7-^r-f-^KY^

* tbT I ^S >f X«*fcT?tt» 2 <DV R
AM 3 1 0**felfi*ffl$ixfcSft<ft*S^^^jx s

'.^^—^
-^-^KY^^^ttT^^V^i^T^^l (OVRA

[0 0 6 7] B9 ft, 1 JOfc08kl*5tt 5S*tt©4fc«

t

lMX£^t£K0T*fcSo"H9 (A) ft, KjIS^IM
XSX [K^H , SY [7^f^] £r*LT^S 0 S9
(B) ft, ^2WVRAM3 1 OrtlcfcttaifritiSWft

S IAt»Bffl«M I A$r*UTV>^ 0 »lfcBlffi«S I

' A HillBffl&M l Ai «r£trfWM>1M Xft. SXL
[W*] , S LY H9 (C) ft, £

74

7<^yffl^6 3 2<DmifeT KW* (*7-feVH7Ki^
*) £ (XO , YO ) iU 1fr±m<D%7—3r—T-?
««©H*67K^ (£±^7K^) Sr (SXO ,

SYO) it5i, t^7KV7"(SX0 -XO ,

SYO -YO ) ft (DH, DY) tfe'So B9 (D)

ft, '*7;JCRT7 0 1 {c*5ftS®®*^Sr^LTV>
5 . X K *W lc tfS ttHfiHttM I A <DV4 Xft

io MH tli] , MV [7^>] T'fcV, |>JhH««S I

. Atl)Ii«MI A£&^ir«g«^1NfXf±MHL [H

*] , MVI T'fcSo

[0 0 6 8 ]' H'9 (A) cOi&HSrS^i LfcH9 (D)
" <b»HO*¥**«*KH.ia'K'*^i»*KVf4.
T*#;i£>>bSo

;t

-

'

KH=MH/SX J - (l a)
'

KV=MV/SY (lb)

[0 0 6 9] -^^^K9Wrt<DS*IIB4&ffi1l^T

K^* (SXO , SYO ) tt&STC^aLfejh/So

20 SXO =X0 +DH •• (2a)
T

S Y0=Y0 +DV (2 b)

[0 0 7 0] —CRT 7 0 1 £>Hffi±fc*5tt5#Jt

««S'I :A-i'»W««M I-A«r^trfW*©**lNf X
' MH L', MVLfaat^ibH^o'
MHL=SXLXKH - (3 a)

MVL=SYLXKV (3b) '

'

[0 0 7 1 ] H6fc*5l^TWMbfcJ:-5fc, *iWfc07k¥

3S*flM*KHB\ Tk^ffi K?/ ta s>'^**#4 2 5

(H30 ; rttoPIi'L-IiI!8©^ffl<tN425 WttSrf^fii-^

so i WcioTBS-Ct So-
1 8MfeCDaE(S*K V

ft, fijEKa^-f >"^'n s/^'?8fSi3 tj rt^PLLS
S&co5>MI{i£N430 ©fSr««t5 fcio t-»!8"C*

So Afffi&fctt. '^Jx6^JSffiN425 , N430 Off

N425 = NHO/KH — (4 a)

N430 =NV0/KV — (4 b) ^rT\ NHOHtMP
SS«$KH# 1 tftS^F^jaffiTfeO,' NVOttfiE

*^«*KV#1 t«S^CO^fi£T-fcSo
[0 0 7.2] rco'J:5fc, rcoHM^JTft, PLLIHK

40 ©4)-jaffiN425 N430 SrlSS-fS - t fcj; oT,

' E**fg*KVtft, ^^J^ft'S'fflE-fcRJ&i-art

• [0 0 7 3] 8*flf*KH, KVSr^H-TS^tc
ft, CPU6 2 Oasr^ ^K^^^ey^6 3 2rtco^7

CT^^-y ^^-rSo -^-f ^K!>^^yfiH«6 3 2cd

^-^*ftVRAMrtO^-^^:^Ci:b^T^!9^^V^
so o-C, CPU 6 2 0^iot^7-^f-^^^
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[0074] d. m 2 mifamz&v z>wi$Lf&m<Dft® .

ei i o ft, x&wn'm 2 njfe^jro^art^sr^-n^p^ia

Trifc?), SI 1 fi-t<D&3^«S£^-r7P-^-Y— ht?

*>5„ 3fc*3. Ell KO&mh. ^'f^*.!) 6 3 0f£*&

[0 0 7 5] $ 2 3afc09-ettu * s* teS8fc**b

SrH^bTVSo 3 >t°^-—9 ty^7-^k LTftEl 1 (c

[0 0 7 6] Ell KD^x-yT-S 1 lTft, CPU 6 2

3£g6 5 4*^i%.fflttl2©VRAM3 l.OrtfflS

±Sifi«tcS^a!tf0 :rog*, 0io (A) fcSct-J:

[0 0 7 7] Ell l.O^TZ^S 1 2 -eft, .3-—ifg#

*5, ft2l«£M-Cft, ^'-lP^#oiliW*r**i-afc*
Offt*^7 (El^-ar-f) ^1^^10 3 (El

2) fcSsttSivCV**. ..

.

[0 0 7 8] x-r^T-s l 3i:j3i;t3.-•f&&±mfr
bmmft^*-Amn-?Z> t, ^y^s l 4};Ho^

t, CPU6 2 0Wy(-!7-My^7i^6 5 6

^T"T5 (^.T-s/T'Sil 5) i, EI10 (B) fc^-f

«t 5 I- , ®fSfB#<£> =» >- 1° =-

-

9 is*T&pb sift $ ;Jx

•c# tcmmte^nmm* % <t > k v ft©frihswfcfc*

ft, ^7hy-^-fy^7x^^6 5.6^LtCPU
6 2 0til&$h> CPU6 2 Otiotf20VRA
M3 1 Ort©»JhHfiH«Ji:<eaSSix«..iiRHB#©lWfc

ft, ^-^<.^7H'^6 5 6 5r^-L-CKi):^

tett»35ix«©t?» i'#aBtt«j4»lhH- (¥t!i®)-
:-t Lt

.

*7-CRT70 lifc*^*:^.'**** a—jPg*
<D|*&W ^ ;y hy-V^ ^2? 7 i-l' ;* 6 5 6 LT
afsta#co"=> v fa-> v-*^a^riaaw^teM£ tit

[0 0 7 9] tp LT, SIS* Uf^yS 1 7) m
ft, iiiSti^w¥^W^I^±iii^^ -f

:> K^'rtoWJt

1 8£#^T@i®;&s#)8lf£;ixT (^fy^S 1 8) Ell

0 (A)

[0 0 8 0] J: 5 ft2HJS0!lT-ft, 3>-t°3.—

9~s7-7-l*,-&M1% Lfcf H^lil-SStllStS - i:

*5-c^5o ?^>-K*rtKftiltSffi#W¥Jg^.

»*»JhH©*-C*'< , a—!f g#©fWt>I^B#t-S^

1T5 5. Sfc, ^lHJfeWtSl^, El 9 (c

16

[oo8i] &*5, i©*Mr±±E^^«-^stai[^j»

[008 2] ( 1 ) ±IHllte0iJTft, ft 1,<D,V RAM 6

2CVRAM3 1 O^b^ffl^tvfc^'fB-i-L SME
io M£, ^lWV.RAMP 7 0*»bSt*tiJ$Kfelft4fcft-§-

L S PCK^tS^ 5 t t.t^fc. L-&>U ft 2 CDV
RAM 3 1 0d»6>SE^m$Jx/tiftlfem-g-L.SVcSrftiKD

WfcflHfri^/frli-ffc* 7- C RT 7 0 1 X 5

^-r^ii: fcBr«"c*>5. iw^-a-tcft, ft 1 ©vra
M6 7 0Sr^B&-r-5rif5It|-efc5 <) tt.VRAM
3 1 0*5, *7-CRT 7.0 lfcfctfS&^Hflci: l>tf

1 tcMJfc-f5;* * y ^F^SrWi-?> r h Wap s V RAM

20 [El l ] Z<DftW<D-mi&fflt lTC3/l?a-?^
A <Dlf^§r^i"^n s/ 2? Elo

[El 2 1 sft^aisiK s o o y

^

Elo •
,

.

[EI3] ^-/^-f yig—X#J^I|hIK,4 2 0 t^r©Jia

[El 4 ] VjK^X^J^J|11^4 2 0 t£*5Jt 5tK

^raww^H-s p c&ojakraJWflr^Ys.p cca^

[ El 5 ] P L L Is] SS 6 3 <Dffif&*:7$-r7u % $ EI»

so [ei 6 ] *—'*—4y-i£—xwmm&A 2 o rtco#iass

[El 7] *»M©S5llB»«U:*J»t«*!Bart»*:*-t1ft

P^El.

• [El-8]-^W©»
s

l|tl(li«K:d3lt«*aa#W«rS%i-7

[El 9 ] ft l SSatWiiJsit XSr^-r

, ia^Ei,. :
-

_
I

\ \.
i

[ei i.oj]m2^m^pii^mft^^irwLmmc
mi"~i h)mm<om 2mkm^a^i&^mi^-t

40 7P-ft-Fi
;

!.
.'. !

[ El 1 2 ] ^<0 100!>-f V.K ?7'rt |C#Jt®-

[W*toKW]^ ;
' f

: ' ;

6 1, 6 2-^2'77
6 2, 6 1 -sly? 7 :

"

6 3-PLLEKi-
7 1

7 2 — 0—->**:7^)i>#£'

7 3 -«EEM^I6S^ (;V{^
VoF • •

•

so 7 4-N:^jail
:

.

1

'"
* ; "
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10 1-
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The process which is the approach of displaying an animation and a still picture on the display

device of a computer system at coincidence, and writes (a) still picture video signal in the still picture

field in image memory, (b) While writing an animation video signal in the animation field in said image

memory The graphic display approach equipped with the process which displays the animation by which

the scaling was carried out by performing the scaling of an image, reading the video signal currently

written in said image memory, and supplying the video signal after a scaling to a display device, and a

still picture on a display device.

[Claim 2] It is. the approach of displaying an animation and a still picture on the display device of a

computer system at coincidence, (a) The process which writes in the key data in which a

superimposition field is shown in the 1st image memory which has the room corresponding to the display

screen of a display device, (b) The process which writes a still picture video signal in the still picture

field in the 2nd image memory, (c) Writing an animation video signal in the animation field in said 2nd

image memory continuously By performing the scaling of the process which reads the 1st video signal

currently written in said 2nd image memory, and the image expressed with the 1st video signal of (d)

above By compounding said 2nd video signal in said superimposition field of the image expressed with

the process which searches for the 2nd video signal, and the 3rd video signal read from the image

memory of the (e) above 1st The graphic display approach equipped with the process which searches

for the 4th video signal, and the process which displays the animation by which the scaling was carried

out by supplying the 4th video signal of (f) above to a display device, and a still picture on a display

device.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES*
JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the approach of displaying an animation and a still

picture on the display device of a computer system at coincidence.
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[0002]

[Description of the. Prior Art] Drawing; 1

2

is the explanatory view showing the condition that the still
y

;

picture and the animation were displayed by coincidence in one window of a display device. In order to

realize such a display, the still picture and the animation are conventionally memorized to another video

memory, and the overlay technique compounded in the case of a display is used.

[0003] By the way, it is possible to change the size of each window in multi-window systems, such as

MS-WINDOWS (trademark of Microsoft Corp.). In case the size of a window is changed, the approach of

making large the range of the image displayed in a window, without changing the scale factor of an image

and the display rectangle of an image have the approach of carrying out the scaling of the image,

without changing.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, it was difficult to express as the conventional

overlay technique on the occasion of modification of the size of a window, carrying out the scaling of a

still picture and the animation to coincidence.

[0005] This invention is made in order to solve the above-mentioned technical problem in the

conventional technique, and it aims at what is displayed carrying out the
:
scaling of a still picture and the

animation to coincidence.

[0006]

[The means for solving a technical problem, and its operation and, effectiveness] In order to solve a part

of above-mentioned technical problem [ at least ], the 1st invention The process which is the approach

of displaying an animation and a still picture on the display device of a computer system at coincidence,

and writes (a) still picture video signal in the still picture field in image memory, (b) While writing an

animation video signal in the animation field in said image memory It has the process which displays the

animation by which the scaling was carried out, and a still picture on a display device by performing the

scaling of arr image, reading the video signal currently written in said image memory* and supplying the

video signal after a scaling to a display device.

[0007] A still picture and an animation are written in in image memory, and since the scaling of an image

is performed reading the video signal showing the image containing these, the scaling of a still picture

and the animation is carried out to coincidence. And since the video signal after a scaling is supplied to

a display device, the still picture and animation by which the scaling was carried out to coincidence can

be displayed on a display device.

[0008] The 2nd invention Js the approach of displaying an animation and a still picture on the display

device of a computer system at coincidence, (a) The process which writes in the key data in which a

superimposition field is shown in the 1st image memory which has the room corresponding to the display

screen of a display device, (b) The process which writes a still picture video signal in the still picture

field in the 2nd image memory, (c) Writing an animation video signal in the animation field in said 2nd

image memory continuously By performing the scaling of the process which reads the 1st video signal

currently written in said 2nd image memory, and the image expressed with the 1st video signal of (d)

above By compounding said 2nd video signal in said superimposition field of the image expressed with

the process which searches for the 2nd video signal, and the 3rd video signal read from the image

memory of the (e) above 1 st It has the process which- searches for the 4th video signal, and the process

which displays the animation by which the scaling was carried out by supplying the 4th video signal of (f)

above to a display device, and a still picture on a display device;

[0009] A still picture and an animation are written in the 2nd image memory, and since the scaling of an

image is performed reading the 1st video signal showing the image containing these, the 2nd video signal

with which a still picture and an animation express the image by which the scaling was carried out to

coincidence is acquired. This 2nd video signal is compounded in the superimposition field of the 3rd

video signal read from the 1st image memory- Therefore, it can insert in in the superimposition field of a

display device, carrying out the scaling of a still picture and the animation to coincidence.
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' [0010]

[Other modes' of invention] This invention contains other following modes, the 1st mode — the 2nd

invention — setting— further— (g)
—

- while changing the scale factor of the scaling in said process (d),

it has the process which changes said key data remembered to carry out the scaling of said

superimposition field for said scale factor by said 1st image memory.

[001 1] Since the scaling of the superimposition field will be carried out for the same scale factor even if

it changes the scale factor of the scaling of a still picture and an animation if it carries out like this, a

part for the display of a still picture and an animation is kept the same as scaling before.

[0012]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

A. Explain the gestalt of whole equipment configuration:, next operation of this invention based on an

example. Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the configuration of the computer system which applies

one example of this invention. As for this computer system, CPU620, main memory 630, the

circumference controller 640, compound I / 0 port 650, a network interface 656; a video controller 660,

1st Video RAM (VRAM) 670, the image transfer controller 680, and the image processing circuit 800 are

connected to the bus 610. The image processing circuit 800 has 2nd Video RAM 310 in the. interior. In

addition, 1st VRAM670 has the viewing area of a color CRT 701, and the memory area corresponding to

1to1.

[0013] The keyboard 642 and the mouse 644 are connected to the circumference controller 640.

Moreover, the floppy disk drive unit 652 and the hard disk drive unit 654 are connected to compound

I/O Port 650.

[0014] The color CRT 701 (or color liquid crystal display) as a display device is connected to the video

controller 660. A video controller 660 has the function which reads a video signal from 1st VRAM670,

and is supplied to the image processing circuit 800 while writing the image data of a still picture in 1st

VRAM670. Further, a video controller 660 generates a synchronizing signal SYNC (Vertical

Synchronizing signal VSPC and Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC), and has the function supplied to

a color CRT 701 and the image processing circuit 800.

[0015] The CD-ROM equipment 682 as an animation image data feeder is connected to the image

transfer controller 680. The image transfer controller 680 has the function as a processor which

transmits the animation image data given from CD-ROM equipment 682 to 2nd VRAM310 through a bus

610.

[0016] The image processing circuit 800 has the function which supplies the video signal showing the

image after composition to a color CRT 701 while compounding an animation video signal and a still

picture video signal. Moreover, the image processing circuit 800 has the function which carries out

zooming of a still picture and the animation to coincidence by carrying out the scaling of the video signal

after composition.

[0017] B. The internal configuration of the image processing circuit 800 : drawing 2 is the block diagram

showing the internal configuration of the image processing circuit 800. In addition, the configuration of

this image processing circuit 800 is the same as that of what is indicated in Fig. 4 of JP,2-298176,A

indicated by these people.

[0018] This image processing circuit 800 has the voice section ACU which deals with a sound signal, the

analog section ANU which deals with analog video signals, such as a TV signal, the image memory

section IMU, the write control section WCU which controls the writing of the image data to the image

memory section IMU, the read-out control section RCU which reads outside the image data memorized

by the image memory section IMU, and the image reproduction section IRU which reproduces an image.

[0019] The voice section ACU has the voice input terminal 101, the sound signal selection circuitry 110,

the sound-volume control circuit 120, and the voice output terminal 102. The sound signal ASEX given

from animation signal feeders, such as a video player, is inputted into the voice input terminal 101. The

sound signal selection circuitry 110 chooses and outputs one side of this sound signal ASEX and the
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sound signal ASTV inputted from the television tuner 710 of the analog section ANU. In addition, the

channel selection in the television tuner 710 is directed from CPU620. Sound volume is adjusted by the

sound-volume control circuit 120, and the selected sound signal is outputted from the voice output

terminal 102. The sound signal ASMON outputted from the voice output terminal 102 is given to the

voice input terminal or loudspeaker of a color CRT 701.,

[0020] The analog section ANU has the television tuner 710, TV antenna 71 1, the image input terminal

103, the video-signal selection circuitry 130, the video-signal decoder 140, A-D converter 210, and the

digitization control circuit 220. The video signal VSEX given from the animation signal feeder is inputted

into the image input terminal 103. The video-signal selection circuitry 130 chooses and outputs one side

with the video signal VSTV given from the television tuner 710 by which channel selection directions

were carried out with these video signals CPU [ VSEX and ] 620. The selected video signal is divided

into a video signal LSTV and a synchronizing signal SSTV by the video-signal decoder 140. This video

signal LSTV is a chrominance signal of RGB in three primary colors. A-D converter 210 changes into a

digital signal the video signal LSTV which is an analog signal, and supplies it to the write control section

WCU. The digitization control circuit 220 is controlling A-D converter 210 based on a synchronizing

signal SSTV, and is controlling VRAM310 via the write control section WCU.

[0021] The write control section WCU has the image data selection circuitry 320, the image memory

control signal selection circuitry 330, and the write control circuit 340. The image data selection

circuitry 320 chooses and outputs one side of the output of A-D converter 210 which considers a video

signal LSTV as. an input, and the video signal LSWPC. read from external devices, such as external

storage, by CPU620 according to the write-in selection signal CC outputted from the write control

circuit 340. The image memory control signal selection circuitry 330 chooses and outputs one side of

the image memory control signal WETV which the digitization control circuit 220 outputs, and the image

memory control signal WEPC which the write control circuit 340 outputs according to the write-in

selection signal CC. The write control circuit 340 controls the actuation which writes the video signal

LSWPC supplied from CPU620 or the image transfer controller 680 in the image memory section IMU.

[0022] The read-out control section RCU has the read-out control circuit 350, FIFO memory (FIFO

memory) 360, and the FIFO read-out control circuit 370. The video signal LSFIF read from the image

memory section IMU by the FIFO read-out control circuit 370 is memorized by FIFO memory 360. The

video signal LSFIF memorized by FIFO memory 360 is read outside by the read-out control circuit 350.

The read-out control section RCU is used in case the image data memorized by the image memory

section IMU are outputted to an. external device according to the instruction of CPU620.

[0023] The image memory section IMU has the 3 port VRAM 310 which has one write-in port and two

read-out ports. As 3 port VRAM 310, CXK1206 by Sony Corp. or MB81C1501 by FUJITSU, LTD. can be

used. About the configuration and function of the 3 port VRAM 310, since it is indicated by JP,2-

298176.A indicated by these people, explanation is omitted here. In addition, especially this VRAM310

should just be memory which does not restrict to three ports and memorizes image data.

[0024] The image reproduction section IRU compounds the video signal LSMEM outputted from the

video signals VRAM [ LSPC and ] 310 outputted from the video controller 660, generates the synthetic

video signal LSMON, and has the function which outputs this to a color CRT: 701.

[0025] Each signal in the image reproduction section IRU expresses the following contents, respectively.

LSPC: The video signal outputted from the video controller 660.

The video signal read from LSMEM:VRAM310.

LSDA: The analog-ized video signal.

LSMON: The synthetic video signal showing the image displayed on a color monitor 701.

[0026] CNT: The change-over signal which switches the video switch 510. When the change-over signal

CNT is H level, a video signal LSDA is chosen, and when it is L level, a video signal LSPC is chosen.

[0027] SENBL: The 1st enabling signal which specifies the propriety of a superimposition. The 1st

enabling signal SENBL will switch to H level, if an operator specifies the mode which superimposes using
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a keyboard 642 or a mouse 644, and if the mode which does not superimpose is specified, it will switch

to L level.

SSENBL: The 2nd enabling signal which shows the timing equivalent to the superimposition field on a

screen. The 2nd enabling signal SSENBL serves as H level in a Spa imposing field, and serves as L level

out of a superimposition field. In addition, a superimposition field is specified by the operator on the

screen of a color monitor 701.

NENBL: The 3rd enabling signal which shows the propriety of a multiplex superimposition. It is shown

whether the 3rd enabling signal NENBL superimposes a video signal LSPC further to a part of video

signal LSDA superimposed to the video signal LSPC.

[0028] COMP: The signal which shows the field of a multiplex super superimposition. The level of this

comparison signal COMP is determined by comparing a video signal LSPC with the predetermined

reference voltage Vr, and turns into H level in the field which superimposes a video signal LSPC to a

part of video signal LSDA. The comparison signal COMP is confirmed when the enabling signal CENBL
described below is H level, and it turns into the 3rd above-mentioned enabling signal NENBL
CENBL: The enabling signal which specifies the propriety of a multiplex superimposition. The level of an

enabling signal CENBL is switched by the operator.

[0029] DA converter 410 in the image reproduction section IRU changes into an analog signal the video

signal LSMEM read from VRAM310, and supplies it to the video switch 510. The video switch 510

chooses one side of the video signal LSPC outputted from the video controller 660, and the video signal

LSDA outputted from DA converter 410, and supplies it to a color CRT 701 as a synthetic video signal

LSMON. The selection signal CNT of the video switch 510 is an output signal of AND circuit 451.

[0030] The superimposition control circuit 420 has the function which carries out the scaling of the

image expressed with the video signal while reading the video signal memorized by VRAM310 in the

image processing circuit 800.

[0031] B. — the detail configuration of the superimposition control circuit 420, and : of operation —
drawing 3 is the block circuit diagram of the superimposition control circuit 420 and its circumference

circuit. Moreover, as for the 3 port VRAM 310 shown here, a read-out port is used among three

input/output port; The timing chart concerning the above-mentioned read-out port is indicated by 27th

page - the 31st page of data sheet number 7121 5-ST of CXK1206 by Sony Corp. The port to be used is

the lead port 1 of the 2nd page of the above-mentioned data sheet.

[0032] the 3 port VRAM 310 — memory drive clock signal HDCK — the port 1 shift signal terminal

CKR1 — a memory perpendicular / level reset-signal MRST— the port 1 perpendicular clear terminal

VCLR1 — the perpendicular offset signal VROFT or perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK is

given to the port increment terminal INC1 of one line, and port 1 output enabling [ RE1 (negative logic) ]

is given to the port 1 level clear terminal HCLR1 for horizontal reset-signal HRST at the port 1 output

enabling terminal RE1 (negative logic), respectively. Moreover, the analog RGB signal LSMEM (one data

in R, G, and B respectively) is read from the port 1 data output DO10-DO13.
[0033] To every R, G, and B, the analog RGB signal LSMEM by which read-out control is carried out is 4

bits, and is outputted by the port 1 shift signal CKR1 corresponding to each above-mentioned terminal,

port 1 perpendicular clear VGLR1, the port 1 level clear signal HCLR1, the port increment signal INC1 of

one line, and port 1 output enabling [ RE1 (negative logic) ] from the port 1 data output DO10-D0 13,

respectively.

[0034] The video switch 510 outputs the input of a generator terminal or a battery terminal from the

common terminal C with the change-over signal VSEL inputted into the change-over signal input

terminal CNT. When the change-over signal VSEL is high level "H", the input of a battery terminal is

specifically outputted, and the input of a generator terminal is outputted from C terminal, respectively at

the time of a low level "L." CPU620 controls each part through the bus 610 in a personal computer.

[0035] 421 of drawing 3 shows the level criteria read-out dot clock generator which outputs the level

criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK, 422 shows the level read-out initiation counter which outputs
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the horizontal read-out start signal HRSA and horizontal read-out direction reset-signal HRST, 423

shows the level 64 clock counter which outputs a level criteria .start signal HRSB, 424 shows the count

counter of level read-out which outputs the count signal HRT of horizontal read-out, and 425 shows the

level read-out dot clock generator which outputs a horizontal read-out dot clock signal HDDA. Moreover,

the perpendicular read-out offset counter 426 is the number of counts which synchronized with the

level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, and outputs the perpendicular read-out offset signal

VROFT which determines the offset line of read-out Rhine of the perpendicular direction of the 3 port

VRAM 310. The number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings outputs the perpendicular blanking

terminate signal VBE, the perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428 outputs the perpendicular read-

out start signal VRS, the count counter 429 of perpendicular read-out outputs the count signal VRT of

perpendicular read-out, and the perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine 430 outputs

perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK. AND circuit 431 outputs the change-over signal

VSEL which makes two video signals LSPC and LSDA superimpose, OR circuit 432 outputs the

perpendicular read-out offset signal VROFT and perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK as a

port increment signal INC1 of one line, and NOR circuit 433 outputs lead enabling RE1 signal. Moreover,

signs 434 and 435 show a tri-state circuit, and 436 shows an inverter circuit.

[0036] The chrominance signal of the video signal LSPC which comes from the chrominance-signal input

terminal 506 is given to the generator terminal of the video switch 510. Horizontal Synchronizing signal

HSPC which comes from the synchronous terminal 507 which constitutes the Horizontal Synchronizing

signal of an input terminal 506 The level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, the horizontal read-

out initiation counter 422, the horizontal 64 clock counter 423, the count counter 424 of horizontal

read-out, the number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings, the perpendicular read-out initiation

counter 428, the count counter 429 of perpendicular read-out, While the perpendicular read-out Rhine

clock generation machine 430 is given, Vertical Synchronizing signal VSPC The 3 port VRAM 310, the

perpendicular read-out offset counter 426, the number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings, the

perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428, the count counter 429 of perpendicular read-out, and the

perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine 430 are given. Moreover, synchronizing signals

HSPC and VSPC are sent out also to the synchronizing signal terminals 490 and 491, respectively.

[0037] Here, I/O of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC and Vertical Synchronizing signal VSPC is

explained using drawing 4 Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC and Vertical Synchronizing signal

VSPC are given in the necessary circuit shown in drawing 3 in the. synchronizing signal terminal 490,491

and the superimpositiori control circuit 420 through buffers 62 arid 61. These buffers 61 and 62 are-

contributed to exact transmission of the above-mentioned synchronizing signal, even when it has

functions, such as IMPI Dines conversion and waveform shaping, and cascade connection of the image

processing system is carried out. Moreover, Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC is given in the PLL

circuit 63 in the level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, and the level criteria read-out dot clock

HBDCK is generated as a signal which specifies the horizontal resolution of the whole water horizontal

plane specified by CPU620.

[0038] The PLL circuit 63 is constituted as shown in drawing 5 . That is, Horizontal Synchronizing signal

HSPC is given from a signal line 70 to a phase comparator 71, and the output of the N countings-down

circuit 74 is given to a phase comparator 71, in a phase comparator 71, the phase comparison- of these

signals is performed and the signal of the pulse width corresponding to phase contrast is outputted. The

output of a phase comparator 71 is given and graduated by the low pass filter 72, and is given to a

voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 73. It oscillates on the frequency according to the electrical potential

difference given, and VC073 is given to the N counting-down circuit 74, and dividing is carried out even

to the frequency of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC, and it is returned to a phase comparator 71

while it is sent out in each part, this being used as the level criteria read-out dot clock HBDCK.

Consequently, the level criteria- read-out dot clock HBDCK which synchronized with Horizontal

Synchronizing signal HSPC is created.
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[0039] As for the horizontal read-out initiation counter 422 in the superimposition control circuit 420 of

drawing 3 , the level 64 clock counter 423, and the count counter 424 of horizontal read-out, the

counted value is reset by Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC, respectively. Furthermore, Vertical

Synchronizing signal VSPC which comes from the synchronous terminal 508 is sent out to port 1

perpendicular clear VCLR1, NOR circuit 433, the perpendicular read-out offset counter 426, the number

counter 427 of perpendicular blankings, the perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428, the count

counter 429 of perpendicular read-out, the perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine 430,

and the synchronizing signal terminal 491 of the 3 port VRAM 310, respectively. Moreover, as for the

perpendicular read-out offset counter 426, the number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings, the

perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428, and the count counter 429 of perpendicular read-out, the

counted value is reset by Vertical Synchronizing signal VSPC, respectively.

[0040] The level criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK generated from the level criteria read-out dot

clock generator 421 is sent out to the port 1 shift signal terminal CKR1 of the 3 port VRAM 310 as

clock signal HDCK of the 3 port VRAM 310 through the tri-state circuit 435 while it is given to the

horizontal read-out initiation counter 422, the horizontal 64 clock counter 423, the count counter 424 of

horizontal read-out, and the perpendicular read-out offset counter 426.

[0041] Moreover, the horizontal read-out dot clock generator 425 is N1 of the frequency of Horizontal

Synchronizing signal HSPC on the basis of the horizontal read-out reference signal HRSB from the

horizontal 64 clock counter 423. It is constituted by the PLL circuit which outputs the signal of a twice

as many frequency as this, and the horizontal read-out dot clock signal HDDA is outputted. The

horizontal read-out dot clock signal HDDA generated by this horizontal read-out dot clock generator

425 is given as clock signal HDCK of the 3 port VRAM 310 through the tri-state circuit 434 to the port

1 shift signal terminal CKR1 and D-A converter 410 of the 3 port VRAM 310, and is used as the read-

out clock signal of digital RGB code LSMEM, and a conversion clock signal of D-A converter 410.

[0042] Drawing 6 is the explanatory view showing the function of the set point of each circuit in the

superimposition control circuit 420. As shown in drawing 6 , it is the frequency fHBDCK of the level

criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK. The ratio (fHBDCK/fHDDA) of the frequency fHDDA of the

horizontal read-out dot clock signal HRDGK is equal to the horizontal scale factor KH of the image

( drawing 6 (A)) read from VRAM310, and the image ( drawing 6 (B)) displayed on a color CRT 701.

Therefore, it is possible by adjusting the frequency fHDDA of the horizontal read-out dot clock signal

HDDA to expand horizontally the image displayed on a color CRT 701, or to reduce. If it puts in another

way, it will be the dividing value N425 of the PLL circuit in the horizontal read-out dot clock jgenerator

425. By adjusting a value, the scaling of the image can be carried out horizontally.

[0043] The perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine 430 synchronizes with Vertical

Synchronizing signal VSPC, and is N2 of the frequency of Vertical Synchronizing signal VSPC. It is

constituted 1 by the PLL circuit which outputs the signal of a twice as many frequency as this, and

perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK is outputted. Perpendicular read-out Rhine clock

signal VRLCK generated by this perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine 430 is given

through OR circuit 432 and NOR circuit 433 to port 1 output enabling RE1 terminal (negative logic) while

it is given to the port increment terminal [NCI of one line which advances, the Rhine address which is

the address of the perpendicular direction of the 3 port VRAM 3 1.0.through OR circuit 432.-

[0044] As shown in drawing 6 , it is the frequency fHSYNC of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC.
Frequency fVRLCK of perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK A ratio (fHSYNC/fVRLCK) is

equal to the scale factor KV of the perpendicular direction of the image ( drawing 6 (A)) read from the 3

port VRAM 310 f and the image ( drawing 6 (B)) displayed on a color CRT 701. Therefore, frequency

fVRLCK of perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK By adjusting, it is possible to carry out

zooming of the image displayed on a color CRT 701 perpendicularly. If it puts in another way, it will.be

the dividing value N430 of the PLL circuit in the perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine

430. By adjusting a value, the scaling of the image can be carried out perpendicularly.
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[0045] The superimposition control circuit 420 has obtained fundamental read-out timing by these level

criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK, the horizontal read-out dot clock signal HDDA, and

perpendicular read-out Rhine clock signal VRLCK.

[0046] The perpendicular read-out offset counter 426 sends out the perpendicular offset signal VROFT
which carries out stepping of the Rhine address of the perpendicular direction of the 3 port VRAM 310

to OR circuit 432, synchronizing with the level criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK outputted from

the level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, after counted value is reset by Vertical

Synchronizing signal VSPC, in order to decide the initiation offset-line location of read-out Rhine of the

3 port VRAM 310.

[0047] As shown in drawing 6 (A), the set point N426 of the perpendicular read-out offset counter 426

shows the starting position of the perpendicular direction of the image part (field enclosed with a

drawing destructive line) read from the 3 port VRAM 310.

[0048] The number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings contains the counter (not shown) for making

the perpendicular back porch field of a video signal LSPC delete. If this counter counts the number of

clocks of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC and a perpendicular back porch field is passed, it will

output the perpendicular blanking terminate signal VBE to the perpendicular read-out initiation counter

428.

[0049] In response to the enabling signal (perpendicular blanking terminate signal VBE) sent out from

the number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings, the perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428

counts the number of clocks of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC, and outputs the read-out

initiation enabling signal (perpendicular read-out start signal) VRS over the perpendicular direction from

the 3 port VRAM 310 to the count counter 429 of perpendicular read-out.

[0050] As shown in drawing 6 (C), it is the set point N428 of the perpendicular read-out initiation

counter 428. The vertical display starting position at the time of the image read from the 3 port VRAM
310 being displayed on the screen of a color CRT 701 is specified.

[0051] In response to the enabling signal (control signal VRS) sent out from the perpendicular read-out

initiation counter 428, the count counter 429 of perpendicular read-out counts the number of clocks of

Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC, and outputs the signal VRT which shows the read-out period

over the perpendicular direction from the 3 port VRAM 310, i.e., the count signal of perpendicular read-

out, to AND circuit 431.

[0052] As shown in drawing 6 (B) and (C), it is the set point N429 of the count counter 429 of .

perpendicular read-out. The number of Rhine of the perpendicular direction of the image, displayed on a

color CRT 701 is specified.

[0053] Read-out control of the perpendicular direction to the 3 port VRAM .310 is performed by the

perpendicular read-out offset counter 426 explained above, the number counter 427 of perpendicular

blankings, the perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428, the count counter 429 of perpendicular

read-out, and the perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation, machine 430.

[0054] In addition, N426 clocks of the level criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK which the
.

perpendicular read-out offset counter 426 counts, N427 clocks of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC
which the number counter 427 of perpendicular blankings counts, N428 clocks of Horizontal *

Synchronizing signal HSPC which the perpendicular read-out initiation counter 428 counts,-The value of -

N counting-down circuit in the PLL circuit in clock several N 429 and perpendicular read-out Rhine

clock generation machine 430 of Horizontal Synchronizing signal HSPC which the count counter 429 of

perpendicular read-out counts is set as a necessary value by CPU620 in a personal computer,

respectively.

[0055] The horizontal read-out initiation counter 422 counts the number of clocks of the level criteria

read-out dot clock signal HBDCK sent out from the level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, and

sends out the read-out initiation enabling signal (horizontal read-out start signal HRSA) over the

horizontal direction of the 3 port VRAM 310 to the horizontal 64 clock counter 423.
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[0056] As shown in drawing 6 (C), it is the set point N422 of the horizontal read-out initiation counter

422. The horizontal display starting position at the time of the image read from the 3 port VRAM 310

being displayed on the screen of a color CRT 701 is specified.

[0057] The horizontal 64 clock counter 423 counts the number of clocks of the level criteria read-out

dot clock signal HBDCK outputted from the level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421 in response

to the enabling signal (horizontal read-out start signal HRSA) sent out from the horizontal read-out

initiation counter 422. And if the counted value becomes 64 clocks which are the properties at the time

of read-out of the 3 port VRAM 31

0

t the horizontal read-out reference signal HRSB will be outputted to

the horizontal read-out dot clock generator 425, the count counter 424 of horizontal read-out, and AND

circuit 431.

[0058] The count counter 424 of horizontal read-out counts the number of clocks of the level criteria

read-out dot clock signal HBDCK sent out from the level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, and

sends out the enabling signal (count signal HRT of horizontal read-out) of the read-out period over the

horizontal direction of the 3 port VRAM 310 to AND circuit 431.

[0059] As shown in drawing 6 (B) and (C), it is the set point N424 of the count counter 424 of horizontal

read-out The horizontal number of dots of the image displayed on a color CRT 701 is specified.

[0060] In this way, horizontal read-out control to the 3 port VRAM 310 is performed by the horizontal

read-out initiation counter 422, the horizontal 64 clock counter 423, and the count counter 424 of

horizontal read-out. In addition, N422 clocks of the level criteria read-out dot clock signal HBDCK which

the horizontal read-out initiation counter 422 counts among the set point of the counting-down circuit

in the PLL circuit of the level criteria read-out dot clock generator 421, and the set point of the

counting-down circuit in the PLL circuit of the horizontal read-out dot clock generator 425 N424 clocks

of the criteria dot clock signal HBDCK which the count counter 424 of horizontal read-out counts It is

set as a necessary value by CPU620 in a personal computer, respectively.

[0061] C. The contents of the image processing in the 1st example : drawing 7 is the explanatory view

showing the contents of processing of the 1st example of this invention, and drawing 8 is a flow chart

which shows the procedure. In addition, processing of drawing 8 is performed when CPU620 performs

the application program stored in main memory 630.

[0062] In processing of the 1st example, as shown in drawing 7 (A), nine different professional golfers'

photograph is displayed on the left half in one window of a color CRT 701 as a still picture. And the

animation in which the professional golfers golf swing jazz is shown is displayed on the right half of a

window in which a user chooses one professional golfer using a mouse 644.

[0063] At step S1 of drawing 8 , CPU620 or the image transfer controller 680 reads the image data of a

still picture from the CD-ROM equipment 682 which is external storage, and writes in the still picture

field SIA in 2nd VRAM310. The image data memorized by 1st VRAM670 are read by the superimposition

control circuit 420, and the video signal is supplied to a color CRT 701. Therefore, the still picture

written in 1st VRAM310 in step S1 will be displayed on a color CRT 701.

[0064] At step S2, a user chooses one person from nine professional golfers displayed as a still picture.

At step S3, the image transfer controller 680 reads the animation image data in which a golfers selected

swing jazz is shown from CD-ROM equipment 682, and they are transmitted to the animation field MIA

in 2nd VRAM310. Then, as shown in drawing 7 (B), the animation of a golfers swing-jazz is written in in

the animation field MIA in 2nd VRAM310.

[0065] As shown in drawing 7 (C), the alphabetic character "the golf classroom" and "A pro's form"

which are displayed in a window, and the color key data KY in which the field which superimposes the

image in 2nd VRAM310 is shown are written in the window memory area 632 of main memory 630. The

image data of the window memory area 632 are transmitted to 1st VRAM670 by CPU620. In addition,

when two or more windows are opened on the screen, two or more window memory areas are secured in

main memory 630. And the image data in each window memory area are transmitted to 1st VRAM670 by

CPU620. And by the video controller 660, the image data stored in 1st VRAM670 are read as a video
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signal LSPC, and are supplied to the image processing circuit 80Q.'Therefore, the vjdeo;.signal LSPC
:

containing the color keyidata:KYf will bei supplied to :the image processingrcircuit,.800,. Jyuuv -j-
'<

[0066] The signal level of the video signal LSPC corresponding to the color key data KY turns: into; level

more-thamthe -reference voltage^Vr shown in: drawing* 2 ^Consequently^! in thie> field (superimposition.;)

:

field) jn<which the, color key :datai KY were seb up?the comparison , signal . GOMPr compared from
;

the
: ,; , .

electrical-potential-difference comparator circuit.540 serves^ast L leVel, and the video ? signal LSDA read

from 2nd VRAM310 is chosen by the video
1 switch'510; : and is supplied,to a colo^

hand, in the. field in whiclvthe colon key data. KYv are not set up, .by the"videpvcontrollen660; thejyideo

signal LSPC read from 1st VRAM670 is chosen,- and it is displayed on a color;GRT ,701, If jt summarizes,

in the superimposition field in. which the color key data KY are.set.up; theimageread from 2nd ?

;

VRAM310will be displayed, and/the image read from 1st VRAM670 .will be. displayed in the field jn which

the color key; data KY are not set ? up. J «^ - .
;v s

.\ n- < ? ( . v,.;*
'

<\, / ^

[0067] Drawing 9 is the explanatory view showing the location and size of an image; in the .1st example.

Drawing SK(A) shows the size SXrof an animation: [a dot], andSY [RhineL-Drawing^ ,(B) shows, the still

picture 'field ;SIA; and the animation-field MIA in 2nd VF^M310. Thelsizes of a field inc!ujding>the stijl; :

picture field SIA and the animation ifieldi MIA are SXLr[a: pixel] and SLY [Rhine]/ Drawing ^ (Qtshows,the

color key data areaMn the window memory area 632 (superimposition; field): Jf the starting address; (offset

'address) of the window memory area 632 is- set to (X0 and;Y0)rand the starting) address.{address; -of an

upper left-point) of the color:k£y data, area of ;a still .picture is*set to (SXQ/and^SYO)

—

Hthe .difference —
the addresses CSX0-X0:and SYQ-Y0)iare (PH. DY). Drawing 9 ; (D) shows ai screen display in a color, CRT

701. The sizes of the animation field; MIA in Window.W are. MH [a pixel] andjMV [Rhine]*-: and the sizes of

a field including the stiirpicturei field SIA: and the animation! field MIA are MHL [a pixel] and ;;MVL [Rhine].

[0068] The level, display scale factor KH and the perpendicular display scale factor KV of an animation

of drawing^: (D) on the basis of the, animation of drawing .

9

(A) are given t by the degree type. jr.-,

KH=MH/SX -- (1a): - v .r< .. " ^ 1

•
-'*

- -i-.-.n*
.

" - >'r-,-v , {}(. > - <

KV=MV/SY— (1b) \
- - • ^ ;..-:» y-.,- <• / ; , -V^

[0069] Moreover, the address (SX0 and SY0) of the display; starting. position in Window W is given by the

degree type; '
;

1

,

-

:

> .V .: MO'.? ;:. -v? f-. *
* '

: :.. v. >: :.

SX0 =X0+DH — (2a) : .
f

:
, ,

SY0 =Y0+DV -^ (2b) ... - :

• , cu-r.: " "
- r ^q.-.u,^ ; •, .-vr

[0070] Thevdisplay sizes MHL and MVb of a: field including the' still pictureirfield SIA. andi theianimation

field MIA'-on the screen of a color CRT 701 are given.by the degreie-type. ^ > t
- . - . - ,

MHL=SXLxKHi— (3a) -
•
— ' v>;/mv r. - .; — ..--.,r, r , T

MVL=SYLxKV — (3b) : 3 * - - ^ -i.. ; ?. .-s^c,

[0071] As explained in drawing 6 r the level display scale factor KH -of an; image is.the.dividing.value
;

N425 of the^PLb circuit in thie horizontal read-out dot' clock generatori425 t (, drawing 3 ); It can adjust by

adjusting a value. Moreover, the perpendicular scale factor KV of ah image. is the dividing value;N43Q;of

the'PLb circuit Ein iihe' perpendicular readr-out Rhine clock generation- machine :430.' It can adjust by; :

:

adjusting a value. Specifically, they are 'these' dividing:values ; N425 and*.N430.rA value isrgiven by the.

detgree type/*- f ^ --''^.i ;

^:»>tr."-; ^biv r--»> J ^-w^zij.: o-^ n\ ;^vdvW«"i G''o?v*A>4Y i;-ri n\ bn-j^te t ,~

N425 =NH0/KH (4a)i >v - \ ir^^^r^r i : M)\ >rri n- '^M/v'?v

N430 =NV0/kV>^ (4b) NHO is ai dividing-value in case th'eMevel display iscale factor KH is set tovlrhere,

and NV0 is a dividing value in case the perpendicular displaytscale factori KV isrset to 1. : < j inoo-i

[0072] Thus, at this example, they are the dividing value N425 of a PLL circuit, and N430. By adjusting,

the scaling of the still picture and animation in Window W can be carried out for the. same: scale factor

as coincidence. In addition, the level display scale factor KH and the perpendicular display scale factor

KV can be set as a value different, respectively.

[0073] In addition, in case the display scale factors KH and KV are changed, CPU620 carries out the

scaling of the color key data area in the window memory area 632 according to these display scale



factors KH and KV. Since there is quite little amount of data of the window memory area 632 compared

with the amount ofQdata in VRAM, it'can perform the scaling.of a 1 color, keyidiata area at ahigh speed- by

[0074] D. The' contents 1 of theimage processing: in the 2nd example : drawing 10 is the, explanatory view

showing the contents of processing of the 2nd example of this invehtion, and drawing 1

1

is a flow chart

which shows'the procedure^ In addition, processing of drawing 1

1

is also performed when GPU620

performs the 'application program stored in main memory 630.^ - *
: . » .

[0075] In the^nd'example, the TV phone system betweeh.the computer systems, connected to the

network is realized. What is shown in drawing 1 as a computer system can be used.

[0076] At step S 1 1 of drawing 1

1

, a still picture for CPU620 to choose. a message partner is read from
1

a hard disk drive unit 654; and it writes in the still picture field in 2nd VRAM310. Consequently, as shown

in drawing 10 (A), nine still pictures for choosing a message partner, are arranged and displayed on the

left half of a windows ^ 1
• v , v* v.-. ;

..-*

f[0077]
! A user s own animation is expressed to the animation field in the right half of a window as step

S12 of drawing 1

1

V In addition, in- the 2nd example, *he video camera (not shown) for displaying a user's

own animation is connected io the' image- input terminal 1 103 ( drawing^ ). ? \a \r ; j. .

:

[0078Hfa user chooses one 1 message* partner from a still picture in step *S13, in step S 14, the message

partner as -whom CPU620 was chosen through the network interface 656 will be called, connection with

the other- party — completing (step S1 5) — as shown in drawing^ 0 ; (B) f-the. image of the messager r

partner transmitted from a" message partners; computer system: isJdisplayed on the still picture field :in a

window (stepvS16). In addition, a message: partner s image is* supplied to CPU620 through a network-
*

interface
1

656/ and is transmitted to-the still picture field in 2nd VRAM310 by CPU620. Since a message

partners image is intermittently supplied through a network interface 656, it is displayed on a color.CRT

701 as a semi-continuous stilhpicture;(half-animation). In addition, a user s own image. is ajsa ,

intermittently transmitted to a message partners computer system through the network interface 656.

[0079] In this way, during the message (step S17), while a message partner s semi-continuous still

picture is displayed oh the still picture field in a window, abuser's. own animation is also shown by- the*,

animation field. After a message is completed, a circuit is cut in step S18 and it returns to the condition

of drawing 10 (step S1 8) (A). 'r. -

[0080] Thus, in the 2nd example, the TV phone using a computer system is easily realizable. Under the

present- ,circur^stances^in : a^wiridbw;.-hot-only..a^message partner s semi—continuous stilhpicture but a

users own animation can be displayed .at coincidence. Moreover, it is.alsopossibleto carry out, the.

scaling of the still picture and animation in a window for the same scale factor as coincidence like the

1st example, as shown in drawing 9 . ;>' >

[0081] In addition^this invention can be carried out in various modes in the range which .is not restricted

to an above-mentioned rexample or. an above-mentioned operation gestalt,; arid: does not deviate from:

that summary, for example, the following deformation is also possible for it. : ... . >• -
. o

[0082] (1) He was trying to compound the video signal LSMEM read from 2nd VRAM310 in the above-

mentioned example1

to the video sigriali LSPC read from 1st VRAM670 according to the color key, data

KY stored in 1st VRAM670. However, it is also possible to give the video signal LSPC read from :2nd-

VRAM310 to a color CRT 701, without compounding with other video signals. In this case; it is also t f/:

1 possible to omit 1st VRAM670. Moreover,; VRAM3 10 will have a viewing.areajh a color CRT 701, and the

room corresponding to 1 to 1, and
1VRAM will be used as a .frame memory. i

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any v

damages caused by the use of this translation.

"IThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
: v

.

[Drawing 1] The block diagram showing the configuration of the computer system as one example of this

invention.
(

[Drawing 2] The block diagram showing the internal configuration of the image processing circuit 800.

[Drawing 3] The detailed block circuit diagram of the superimposition control circuit . 420 and, its

circumference circuit.
;

; ,
;

-

[Drawing 4] The explanatory view showing the I/O circuit of Horizontal Synchronizing signaj HSPC in the

superimposition control circuit 420, and Vertical Synchronizing signal VSPC. „

[Drawing 5] The block diagram showing the configuration of the PLL circuit 63., .

[Drawing 6] The explanatory view showing the function of the set point of each circuit in, the

superimposition control circuit 420.

[Drawing 7] The explanatory view showing the contents of processing in the 1st example of this

invention. ^ ,
. . t

[Drawing 8] The flow chart which shows the procedure in the 1st example of this invention.

[Drawing 9] The explanatory view showing the location and size of an image in the 1st example.

[Drawing 10] The explanatory view showing the contents of processing in the 2nd exampte.

[Drawing 1 1] The flow chart which shows the procedure in the 2nd example of this invention.

[Drawing 12] The explanatory view showing the condition that the still picture and the animation were

displayed by coincidence in one window of a display device.

[Description of Notations]

61 62 — Buffer

62 61 — Buffer

63 — PLL circuit

71 — Phase comparator

72 — Low pass filter

73 — Voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)

74 — N counting-down circuit

101 — Voice input terminal

102 — Voice output terminal

103 — Image input terminal

110 — Sound signal selection circuitry

120 — Sound-volume control circuit

130 — Video-signal selection circuitry

140 — Video-signal decoder

210 — A-D converter

220 — Digitization control circuit

310 — Video RAM (1st image memory)

320 — Image data selection circuitry

- 13-



330 — Image memory control signal selection circuitry

340 — Write control circuit

350 — Read-out control circuit

360 — FIFO memory

370 — FIFO read-out control circuit

410 — DA converter

420 — Superimposition control circuit

421 — Level criteria read-out dot clock generator

422 — Horizontal read-out initiation counter

424 — Count counter of horizontal read-out

425 — Horizontal read-out dot clock generator

426 — Perpendicular read-out offset counter

427 — The number counter of perpendicular blankings

428 — Perpendicular read-out initiation counter

429 — Count counter of perpendicular read-out

430 — Perpendicular read-out Rhine clock generation machine

, 431 — AND circuit

432 — OR circuit

433 — NOR circuit

434 — Tri-state circuit

435 — Tri-state circuit

451 — AND circuit

490,491 — Synchronizing signal terminal

506 — Chrominance-signal input terminal

507,508 — Synchronous terminal

510 — Video switch

540 — Electrical-potential-difference comparator circuit

610 — Bus

620 — CPU (processor)

630 — Main memory

632 — Window memory area

640 — Circumference controller

642 — Keyboard

644 — Mouse

650 — Compound I/O Port

652 — Floppy disk drive unit

654 — Hard disk drive unit

656 — Network interface

660 — Video controller

670 — Video RAM (1st image memory)

680 — Image transfer controller

682 — CD-ROM equipment

701 — Color CRT
710 — Television tuner

711 — TV antenna

800 — Image processing circuit (image processing section)

[Translation done.]
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